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Abstract
This paper considers the evolution and origins of Schopenhauer’s philosophy,
analyzing its main topics, and concepts that appear in the manuscripts of the thinker,
as well as the role that Schopenhauer’s assimilation of the concepts and terminology
of other thinkers played in the development of his ideas. As a result of our study, we
made conclusions about the decisive influence on the design of the Schopenhauer
system of philosophies of Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Schulze, as well as (to a much
lesser extent) the works of some writers of German romanticism. One of the main
results of the research was the opportunity to highlight several stages of the
development of Schopenhauer’s philosophy, during which it changed, having been
influenced by earlier philosophical concepts. This study helps to Arthur
Schopenhauer’s philosophy within its historical context. Thus, it contributes to a more
detailed development of relevant topics not only in relation to Schopenhauer proper
but also in relation to the reception history of German classical philosophy and the
very composition of its “pantheon.” In addition, the work dispels many
misconceptions regarding the genesis of Schopenhauer’s philosophy and refutes the
idea of its independence from the systems of his contemporaries. Finally, the results
of this research help to genetically clarify many inconsistencies and contradictions in
the concept of a mature Schopenhauer through the disclosure of the belonging of
different elements of the corresponding concepts to the various stages of the
formation of Schopenhauer’s thought.
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Introduction
The systems of Arthur Schopenhauer are a generalization of vast historical and
philosophical experience that manifests itself in the form of a clash of views and a
search for new solutions to philosophical issues, which elevates the problem of
historical and philosophical continuity between thinkers. The ambiguous
interpretation of Schopenhauer’s key problems (such as problems of the law of
sufficient foundation, free will, moral law) is a case in point. This also pertains to the
question how the developed positions of one thinker is perceived, and how it passes
into completely different consequences of another system. For example, in some
studies, Schopenhauer is understood as a follower of Kant (Gardiner, 2003; Fleischer,
2003; Wirtz, 1910).
Moreover, we proceed from the fact that the theoretical principles of the whole
system, which are consistent, are implemented precisely in the field of morality,
which is an integral and dominant part of the whole system. An important and even
essential moment in the modern world of information and technological progress is
how individuals interact with each other, what moral guidelines they follow, etc..
Thus, the basis of interaction between subjects is the field of moral practice. In the
research, we do not identify the concepts of “morality” and “moral.” Our aim is to
explore and substantiate the position, in which morality is the determining essence of
the sphere of morality. Morality is the essence, the freedom of a rational being, which
acts in accordance with generally binding laws. Morality, however, covers a wider
range of human relations, namely: law, rituals, customs, and so on.
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Schopenhauer is often regarded as a seer, a pessimist, a staunch supporter of of the
view that the human person is a purely egoistic being. After 1853, that is, after the
publication of his work “Parerga und Paralipomena” (“Notes and Additions”), he had
an increasing influence on the creative art and psychological science, first in Europe
and then throughout the world. The tone of his thoughts was partially adopted by
Wagner, but also Nietzsche and somewhat later by Freud. (Wagner, 1978),
(Nietzsche, 1994), (Freud, 1933). He relied on this tonality not only on I. Kant, whom
he thoroughly criticized, but also on M. Montaigne, F.M. Voltaire, and others. Unlike
other German philosophical classics of the 19th - 20th centuries (Kant, Fichte,
Schelling), Schopenhauer’s works are “readable,” that is, understandable by simple,
literate persons, and not just philosopher specialists. Though his works are relatively
easy to read, it is difficult for most readers to agree with his conclusions, despite of
their convincing arguments.
Everyone knows the perennial controversy between idealism and materialism.
Idealism asserts that only the ego exists, the various ideas, and seeks to explain matter
from them. Materialism starts from the existence of matter and seeks to explain
sensation from it. Schopenhauer tries to transcend these oppositions by saying that the
existence of the whole world rests on subject and object, neither of which is anything
at all on its own, but they exist only in their mutual relation: an object can exist only
relatively to its subject and vice-versa. What makes this even more complicated is his
assumption that the subject can be its own object. In that case we are again left with a
subject and no object. He clarifies this as follows: the cognizing subject cannot be
object, but the subject as willing can be object, so that the subject is split into a
cognitive and a volitional one. The volitional is object of the cognitive. Questions as
to a more detailed explanation he stops short by saying that this is the cosmic knot
that cannot be disentangled. Schopenhauer then proceeds to what Kant calls forms of
the intuition, time and space. (Boltzmann, 1974)
The relevance of the research topic is due to the fact that in the late XIX - early XXI
century, the problem of man has become the central problem of philosophy. Having
experienced a total crisis, mankind, at the turn of the millennium, is reconsidering the
usual landmarks of its existence and development. In the ensuing debates that took
place in the recent decades, habitual ideas about worldview coordinates are lost.
What is man today? What drives the inner struggles and motivates his soul? What
connects him with the outside world? How to achieve the desired goals in this world?
And is it possible to unconsciously trust all signals coming from outside, acting on the
principle of “stimulus - reaction”? Man is still trying to explore himself, to understand
his mission, to reveal his place in the universe. The matter is complicated by the fact
that new models of this very universe pose new, unconventional questions and
provoke new solutions.
The crucial crises that took place in public life and culture in the last century
influenced people’s mindsets, their attitude to the “philosophical faith”, and the belief
in the unlimited possibilities of the human mind (Jaspers, 1987). Reason, previously
considered the universal tool of philosophy, is no longer a sufficient basis for the
development of a holistic worldview. The agenda includes the study of the so-called
“irrational” components of human life - intuition, will, instinct, faith, and properly
interpreted feelings, emotions, etc.
The increased attention to all these phenomena by philosophers significantly limits the
possibilities of rational knowledge. The worldview, as some recent thinkers state, is
not always consciously formed by the individual himself, but is largely acquired
“irrationally,” as a result of direct influence on the personality of other people, as well
as in the course of one’s responses to ideological propaganda and advertising. In its
formation and development, philosophy has reached a certain limit: acting, on the one
hand, as a tool of cognition, being a completely sober, rational way of describing a
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person and the world; on the other hand, it has come to the obvious conclusion that
the world is largely illogical and irrational. But this means that the cognitive apparatus
of a person is not the only factor in one’s assessment of reality. Reason (if we use the
concepts of (Kant, 1964), which Schopenhauer rejected), i.e. the main tools that
philosophy has traditionally used, can no longer be considered authoritative evidence
of truth, as it used to be during the time of Plato and Aristotle. Metaphysics is no
longer a theory that studies only that which is subject to logic and speculation. Reason
is no longer elevated to the rank of a deity, fastening and permeating the becoming
material world, as it was with Stagirite.
To clarify Schopenhauer’s criterion of the value of life and non-being, it is necessary
to recall the philosopher’s provisions on the will. When talking about the Copernican
coup in worldview and science, it is useful to realize that there were other coups:
(1) Copernicus proved that the Earth is not the center of the cosmos.
(2) Kant proved that we could not know the world outside of us, outside of our
thinking and self-awareness, outside of our cognitive activity, to know what it is in
itself.
(3) Schopenhauer convincingly showed that our actions are never purely or even
primarily rational; that reason serves our instincts, i.e., manifestations of the world
will result in individual human identities. In this sense, Schopenhauer was far ahead
of Sigmund Freud, his follower. Schopenhauer’s will is absolute, the eternally active
principle of the world, acting everywhere and always. In this, it differs from Kant’s
“thing in itself.” (Sineokaya, 2010) But there is also a resemblance to the “thing in
itself”: “Strictly speaking, we know our own will always only as a phenomenon and
never as it is by itself.” (Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, 2010)
Schopenhauer interprets the entire world-process as a manifestation of creative
elemental force - the will to live. The whole world process is an unconscious desire
for life. This unconsciously positive desire to preserve is being in its highest form - in
the form of accumulation of energy and information as opposed to entropy. The blind
will to live is our deepest human being, it is the core of any life. Separate individuals
are only a means to achieving its goal. The goal is their kind. (Die Welt als Wille und
Vorstellung, 2010)
Cognition for the will is initially alien; as the metaphysical principle of the world, it
simply wills, not cognizes. With the advent of the organic, living world, cognition
also begins. It turns out that cognition does not begin with a person, which all living
beings (“animalische Wesen“) know and the difference between living beings in this
regard in the proportions of the ratio between their will (instinct) and intelligence. The
same applies to people as living beings: they also have very different proportions.
Thus, he writes, “a phlegmatic person, that is, a weak, involuntary character, can be
dispensed with a small intellect.” (Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, 2010)
In cognition, the cognitive interest itself plays the decisive role, while impulses come
from the will: material interest, status, position in society, recognition in it, selfaffirmation, etc. Moreover, is the truth is here? – the philosopher will ask rhetorically.
The will is the foundation, the soil of all knowledge and all sciences, but it itself is
incomprehensible, unknowable, inexplicable. A strong intellect seeks to hinder the
actuality of its will, but this succeeds only to a small extent, if at all. The will
determines the necessary actions of man, and therefore the will coincides with the
need.
The will can deny itself by its own will, entering into the realm of the non-existence
of the will, i.e., into nirvana. The formula “Convincing does not mean proven and
true” in particular refers to the pessimism of Schopenhauer, which is reflected in his
statements about the dominance of egotism in human behavior, and its interpretations
of the value of life and death. In these views, he was followed by such celebrities as
E. von Hartmann, (Nietzsche, 1994) and (Spengler, 1998). Schopenhauer’s
pessimism is briefly expressed in the following provisions:
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(1) There is no good God-creator who would save people from evil and would lead
humanity and the whole world to a good future.
(2) Our world is a bestiary in which one looks at the other from the point of view of a
victim.
(3) Fairytale notions of the future have always led to cruel disappointments.
(4) In the life of man and human society, there is no sense besides what they invent
for themselves.
(5) There are no viable programs that could fundamentally remake human societies,
neither socialist nor capitalist-democratic: human nature is fundamentally
unchangeable.
(6) Optimists shouted at all times - we will continue, as we have done so far, and then
the paradise, the golden age will come to Earth by itself (Kaiser-El-Safti, 1988).
The following Schopenhauerian principles are fundamental (Babtistsa, 2019)
1.Schopenhauer conceived several levels of the Will: (a) an unknowable primeval
level, (b) the basic forces of nature (e.g., electricity, magnetism), (c) the Platonic
Ideas, (d) all the inorganic and organic phenomena, and (e) the deliberate human
actions as the pinnacle, constituting a tiny part of the whole Will.
2.Either individual phenomena or biological species are intended, never fully
achieved copies of the ideal prototype.
3.With phenomena, selfishness appears because every phenomenon needs the matter,
time, and space of other phenomena to exist. The alimentary chain may illustrate the
concept of selfishness. At the ontological level of beings in general, the Will is thus
insatiable. This is part of the metaphysical foundation of Schopenhauer’s pessimism.
(Baptista, 2019)
This philosopher is a pessimistic “seer” in assessing the correlation of pleasure and
suffering, happiness and unhappiness in the fates of an individual and of all mankind.
In the history of mankind, in relations between peoples and states, only during brief
moments did the mind prevail over instincts and rage. And since history has not
taught anyone anything (due to the incorrigibility of human nature), instinct and rage
(instinct of grasping and rage of conquest) will prevail. Schopenhauer, as it were,
foresaw that technological progress - the only true achievement of the mind of
mankind - does not lead to the ideal of the Enlightenment (freedom, equality, and
fraternity), but to an environmental disaster and self-destruction of mankind and, as a
prelude, to the ever-greater enslavement of the majority of people by the minority.
Schopenhauer’s general conclusion directly opposes the teachings of the optimist W.
Leibniz about the existing world as the best possible. Schopenhauer claims that this
world is the worst possible (Lutkehaus, 1980).
In the Foundations of Morality (1841), the author states that people are inseparably
connected with selfishness. This philosophical position follows from the basic
principle of Schopenhauer, according to which the whole world, and therefore all
people, exist only in our view. On this view, the individual considers himself the
center of the world and prefers his existence and good to everything else; everything
that opposes his selfish aspirations causes his displeasure or even anger and hatred.
The egoist would like everything that is possible to enjoy, to have everything. The
egoist’s slogan “Everything for me, remnants for others.” Schopenhauer argues that in
human behavior, as well as in animal behavior, orientation toward such actions that
can have positive results for us is dominant. Later in psychology, this behavior was
called “Lustprinzip“ (to seek pleasure, to avoid suffering).
But long before Schopenhauer, this attitude was known and expressed by many
intelligent people and reflected in popular wisdom. It was understood that the greatest
force that separates people, which impedes the unity of society, are egoistic and
asocial, people. It is much more tempting for them to pursue their own profit than to
act morally, to consider and respect the interests of other people. The famous ancient
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Greek speaker and politician Demosthenes claimed, “Everyone follows what benefits
him.” (Demosthenes) Schiller insisted, “Only profit rules the world.” Similarly, T.
Hobbes believed that both nature and society represent scenes of the merciless
struggle of selfish individuals and that “Man is a wolf to man.” The mutual
extermination of people is partly hindered by the state, socialization, upbringing,
religion, Hobbes noted, and not upbringing in itself. Schopenhauer agreed with this,
despite his contempt for the untalented mob. And wisdom says: “Big fish eat small
ones,” “From someone else’s misfortune our head doesn’t hurt,” “We measure our
own misfortune with centners, others with grams,” etc.
Egoism, which is especially pronounced in a situation of conflict of interests, cannot
be equated with selfishness (Aristotle “virtuous must be selfish”), neither with
individualism nor with hedonism, although all these teachings are closely related. In
hedonism, all moral definitions are derived from the pleasure that everyone aspires to
and the suffering that everyone avoids. On the one hand, hedonism affirms the
intrinsic value of a person; on the other hand, hedonism is the basis for the apology of
evil and immoralism when it insists that pleasure is the highest value. (Moore, 1984)
This brief introduction to the main topic gives, we believe, the possibility of a better
understanding of Schopenhauer’s attitude to issues of death and immortality. It shows
that this philosopher, despite the “scandalous” nature of many of his propositions, is
based on a great philosophical tradition. The following analysis, formulated above as
hypothetical judgments, were substantiated and proved during the research, which
provides the basis for the following conclusions.
In the middle of the XIXth century in Western European thought, a new kind of
metaphysics was formed, which focused not on the values of cognitive consciousness
and thinking, but on a specially comprehended will, as the ultimate philosophical
category, understood as a world element or “force.” The phenomenon of voluntarist
metaphysics itself has appeared due to a whole complex of motivating reasons.
On the one hand, with the emergence of capitalist relations and against the backdrop
of increasing scientific and technological progress, the negative aspects of the
industrial revolution were noticed, and new crisis phenomena in the field of culture
were discovered. In modern times, natural and historical sciences, in the methodology
of which metaphysical and mechanistic approaches dominated, focused only on
rationally comprehensible relations between things and people. In the ХVIII-ХIХth
centuries, philosophy gradually concluded that many social processes and personality
states could not be studied only with the help of the mind and cognitive “tools” of the
human psyche. Some phenomena of life are accessible only to experience; they are
not comprehended intellectually, but contemplatively and intuitively. The main means
of actively comprehending such phenomena are philosophical and aesthetic intuition,
persistent feeling, survival, etc.
On the other hand, these economic and socio-political processes took place against the
backdrop of the crisis of the metaphysical method itself, the peak of which was
German classical idealism. Kant’s “critical philosophy,” having proposed a
satisfactory concept of organizing social life based on practical reason, in the realm of
pure reason, faced a number of insoluble problems and, like (Hume, 1965), posited
the unknowability of metaphysical data (“things in themselves”). In his system of
thought, I.G. Fichte developed the strengths of the philosophy of (Kant, 1964) but
bypassed the metaphysical questions he designated. (Schelling, 1993), following the
romantics, went directly to the philosophy of contemplation and revelation.
In this case, only (Hegel, 1990) supported the idea of philosophy of revelation.
However, his concept of the World Spirit is also largely borrowed from the
theologians and has a pronounced strong-willed characteristic. If one looks closely,
contains mystical features. Moreover, the Hegelian system, although it is rejects a
metaphysical Aristotelian source, subsequently goes over to idealistic dialectics,
essentially breaking with metaphysics. The philosophical system of Hegel turned out
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to be very popular in the scientific and political circles of Germany. This then became
a reason for the emergence of an alternative “philosophy of will and representation”
(A. Schopenhauer).
The Frankfurt thinker suggested a completely unexpected turn of metaphysical topics
in those conditions, making the foundation of his teaching not a rational, but a
spontaneous, strong-willed principle. It is not surprising that the philosophical public
took so much time to perceive the concept of Schopenhauer in its entirety.
Schopenhauer’s metaphysical theory is distinguished by extreme pessimism (which he
contrasted with the optimism of the “smooth” progress of the enlighteners), antirationalism, biologism in the interpretation of man and society, as well as pronounced
voluntarism. The German thinker was one of the first to catch the negative
consequences that the one-sided development of mankind could lead to and noticed
the onset of the gap between “civilization” and “culture,” which O. Spengler later
writes about.
Schopenhauer’s will is active, it expresses itself in various objectivities, but this selfexpression is devoid of any rational meaning. The will is inactive if we understand the
activity as a rational sequence of actions to achieve certain goals. The new
metaphysical principle of A. Schopenhauer is fundamentally untenable from a
teleological point of view, which completely excludes the possibility of a rationalist
dialectic, which was represented in the Hegelian idealist system and which was
subsequently developed in detail in the historical materialist concept of K. Marx and
F. Engels. Indeed, such a dialectic requires knowledge of the ultimate goals of
development through which the subject must go. But A. Schopenhauer ignores any
goals in his system composed of ideas and a volitional world. Any goal-setting is
relative and does not bring anything to the subjects but satiety and suffering.
As a result, the World Will, having gone through a series of natural objectivations,
returns to the original beginning in man through art, in particular, in music, which
reflects the essence of the struggles of the will, which is an eternal formation. The
limitless imagery in music is unique; it allows you to organically weave your own
fantasies and experiences into the author’s plan. On an irrational, intuitive level,
music penetrates the soul, touching the mysterious and inexplicable inner world of the
individual.
Music, as the highest manifestation of spirituality, mystically comprehends this truth.
It is characteristic that in this place, the philosophy of art of A. Schopenhauer
intersects with the philosophy of art of G. Hegel, although unlike his senior colleague
at the University of Berlin, the Frankfurt thinker does not consider poetry the highest
form of art. Words are rude; they cannot even roughly express what life is. Only the
musical formation, birth, and dying of absolute sound can transmit the pulse and
heartbeat of suffering living creatures in the whirlpool of the World Will.
The idea of the musical and expressive formation of A. Schopenhauer is a kind of
bridge to both the individualistic philosophy of F. Nietzsche and the musical and
dramatic work of R. Wagner. F. Nietzsche accepts and develops the biologizing and
voluntarist ideas of A. Schopenhauer. Society is the sum of individuals that differ
from animals only in their ability to recognize and evaluate their actions.
Overcoming the pessimism of A. Schopenhauer, F. Nietzsche, on the contrary, is
trying to create a philosophy of active action, one of the central categories, which is
“the will to power,” or rather - the “will to power.” In an ontological interpretation,
the whole cosmos appears as a struggle of “quanta of power.” The psychological
interpretation brings the various qualitative states of the psyche (instincts, emotions,
intelligence, etc.) into a single moving principle.
But volitional power and talent for super-willpower are different for different people.
In a strong person, creation and creator are organically connected. It has, on the one
hand, matter, madness, chaos, on the other - creativity, creation, firmness. The first
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qualities are inherent in ordinary people who create material wealth and have a weak
“will to power.” The second - to noble people, “aristocrats of the spirit” who are
called to create “higher” values and have an increased content of “will to power.”
Thus, history is a struggle of two types of wills, says F. Nietzsche.
In his opinion, cognition is just a means of expressing fiction, for there is no
constancy in the world. It allows a person to survive and fulfill his “will to power.”
Cognition is an instrument of the “will to power”; it is not aimed at theoretical
comprehension of the world, but at the practical mastery of it. The pursuit of
knowledge is based on instincts and subjective desires. The logical laws created by
rational scientific knowledge are something universal, and therefore “mediocre.”
Logic only generalizes knowledge.
Metaphysics and the world in the interpretation of F. Nietzsche resemble the
metaphysical theory of T. Hobbes, set forth in Leviathan. But if the English
philosopher-empiricist has a reasonable beginning, the ability of people to come to an
agreement, takes precedence over people’s instincts, and this is understood as a
positive beginning, which creates the state as a complexly organized “artificial body,”
then this approach is unacceptable for F. Nietzsche. The way out of the chaos of the
natural (“Dionysian”) state is only in personal work on oneself, a firm and consistent
change in one’s nature. Every social organization for managing the vital forces of
people is sharply criticized by F. Nietzsche. In fact, he did not answer the question of
how to organize social life so that, on the one hand, the self and “will for power” of
strong individuals do not suffer, and on the other hand, the strength and desire of
individuals with a lack of “will for power” “were encouraged to overcome
themselves. For the first time in Western philosophy, the irrationality, voluntarist,
biologizing concept of F. Nietzsche creates the “tradition of negating traditions.” The
reason for the appearance of this point of view is the rejection of existing cultural and
social values.
Developing the idea of world musicality advanced by A. Schopenhauer, R. Wagner
created his own musical theater. The man in his works is shown in a clash with
mystical forces derived from natural will and is hostage to their games and intrigues.
The personal will of an individual who finds himself in similar circumstances, his
heroism, and his readiness for a tragic loss are shown as interpretations of the
voluntarist metaphysics that R. Wagner proposed in his philosophical and aesthetic
concept.
In general, differences in philosophical doctrines of the thinker stem from various
metaphysical interpretations of the will and attitude of a person to it and ultimately
come down to pessimism or optimism. The very existence of such irrationality
tendencies in a broad sense can be traced throughout the history of philosophy. In a
narrower sense, the irrational concepts that emerged in the 19th century, combined
with a negative attitude to the rationalist belief in the limitless possibilities of the
human mind, sought either to completely refute rationalism or to limit it. But at the
same time, they proposed new interesting concepts for understanding rationality itself.
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